Inherent optical properties and particle characteristics of the sea-surface microlayer
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ABSTRACT

The sea-surface microlayer (SML) is known to have physical, chemical, and biological properties that are distinctly different from the underlying subsurface water (USW). However, only a few studies in the past reported on measurements of the optical properties of the SML and were limited to light absorption. In this study we present results for the main inherent optical properties (IOPs), the spectral absorption coefficients and the volume scattering function, as well as particle size distribution (PSD), from measurements of the SML and USW in contrasting ocean environments with near-surface chlorophyll-a concentration ranging from 0.06 mg m⁻³ in waters off Hawaiian Islands to 1 mg m⁻³ in the Santa Barbara Channel. Our observations also included pronounced surface slick conditions associated with a dense bloom of Trichodesmium. Significant and highly variable enhancements of the optical properties and particle concentration, including significant changes in the shape of PSD, were observed in the SML compared with USW at all investigated sites. In clear oligotrophic waters the total concentration of particles larger than 0.7 μm in size was enriched in the SML more than 8-fold. In all examined waters the enrichment was consistently higher for larger particles (>10 μm) than smaller particles. The highest enhancement of light absorption coefficients, >100-fold for particulate absorption and >200-fold for phytoplankton absorption in the near-UV and red spectral regions, was observed during the Trichodesmium bloom. In clear oligotrophic waters the particulate absorption coefficient was enhanced by as much as 45-fold in the green spectral region and the non-algal component exhibited consistently higher enhancement than phytoplankton component across the examined spectrum. In contrast to absorption, the volume scattering function was enhanced more in clear oligotrophic waters (>15-fold at scattering angles ψ between about 65° and 80°) than in the situation of Trichodesmium bloom. With the exception of Trichodesmium bloom, we consistently observed significantly lower values of the degree of linear polarization of light scattered by suspended particles and whole seawater samples (by as much as 30% in the vicinity of ψ = 90°) in the SML compared with USW. This result indicates that the SML can have important effect on the state of polarization of downwelling light entering the ocean and upwelling light leaving the ocean across the air-sea interface. The determinations of IOPs in the SML can extend the capabilities for characterizing constituents of microlayer and provide useful information for radiative transfer and remote-sensing related studies.

1. Introduction

The sea-surface microlayer (SML) is a very thin layer of the ocean which forms the interfacial boundary between the bulk ocean water and atmosphere. Although the thickness of the SML depends on the processes or properties of interest, it has often been defined operationally as the uppermost ocean layer from tens of micrometers to 1 mm (Hunter, 1980; Hardy, 1982; Cunliffe et al., 2013; Engel et al., 2017). It has long been recognized that the SML has unique physical (Wangeryski, 1976; Soloviev and Lucas, 2014), chemical (Liss, 1975; Hunter, 2005), and biological (Zaitsev, 1971; Cunliffe et al., 2011) properties that are distinctly different from underlying waters. Research conducted over the past decades has greatly advanced an understanding of the complex physicochemical structure and function of the SML and its biological properties. For example, early conceptual models of a “wet-dry” stratified SML (MacIntyre, 1974; Hardy, 1982) have evolved into more...
complex descriptions implying a major role of gelatinous matter consisting of a complex matrix of various organic macromolecules and gel particles (Sieburth, 1983; Wurl and Holmes, 2008; Cunliffe and Murrell, 2009; Wurl et al., 2011a). Because these materials are sticky and possess strong surface active properties, they facilitate the processes leading to concentration or aggregation of various water constituents within the SML, including microorganisms and other particles. It has been commonly observed that the SML is often significantly enriched in terms of concentration of various dissolved and particulate materials (Carlson, 1983; Cunliffe et al., 2011; Zäncker et al., 2017).

The key aspects of SML composition and its role in various Earth system processes have been summarized in recent reviews (Liss and Duce 2005; Cunliffe et al., 2013; Wurl et al., 2017; Engel et al., 2017). The multi-faceted environmental importance of the SML includes the exchange of momentum, heat and matter (in particular, gases and particles) between the oceans and atmosphere with impacts on biogeochemical cycling and the Earth’s climate, a distinct habitat and food source for a variety of organisms, a unique site for biochemical reactions, and a sink or source of many pollutants. Global relevance of this importance is supported by observations that the presence of the SML is a ubiquitous feature existing under typical oceanic conditions, and thus covering the world’s ocean to a significant extent (Wurl et al., 2011b).

The SML also represents a boundary for the transfer of radiant energy into and out of the ocean. To our knowledge, no studies dedicated specifically to the spectral inherent optical properties (IOPs) of the SML, including measurements of both the light absorption and scattering, have as yet been conducted. A few studies have reported measurements of the spectral absorption coefficients of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) and suspended particles in microlayer samples in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (Obernosterer et al., 2008; Tilstone et al., 2010; Galgani and Engel, 2016; Zäncker et al., 2017). The primary focus of these studies was on enrichment of the microlayer relative to underlying water with microorganisms and various organic constituents, including compounds that play an important role in absorption of ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Significant (more than 2-fold) enhancement of the spectral absorption coefficients of CDOM and phytoplankton was reported in these studies, with some samples exhibiting higher enhancement in the UV compared with the visible portion of the spectrum.

Acquiring quantitative information on the IOPs of the SML can aid in the characterization of SML constituents and propagation of light across the air-sea interface, as well as applications of remote sensing methods to the study of the oceans. In this paper we report on measurements of light absorption and scattering in the SML and underlying subsurface bulk water in contrasting environments in the Pacific Ocean ranging from ultra-oligotrophic waters with near-surface chlorophyll-a concentration (Chla) of 0.06 mg m$^{-3}$ to mesotrophic waters with Chla of about 1 mg m$^{-3}$. We also collected data under prominent surface slick conditions associated with a dense bloom of the cyanobacterium Trichodesmium (27 Aug 2009) occurring in the presence of a visible surface slick. All the remaining measurements were made under nonslick conditions.

The methodology and instrumentation used for the collection and processing of data presented in this study were similar on the two RaDyO cruises, with some exceptions as described in the following sections.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study areas

Water samples were collected during two cruises in the Pacific Ocean as part of the Radiance in a Dynamic Ocean (RaDyO) project onboard the R/V Kilo Moana (Dickey et al., 2012) The first RaDyO cruise took place in September 2008 in the Santa Barbara Channel, and the second cruise in August–September 2009 in waters off the Hawaiian Islands. General atmospheric and oceanographic conditions during the RaDyO cruises are described in Dickey et al. (2012). Certain physical and biological features of the RaDyO sampling areas are also summarized in papers devoted to surface-active substances in the SML (Wurl et al., 2009, 2011a).

In this study we present data collected in the Santa Barbara Channel (SBC) at approximately the same location (34’13”N, 119°37’W, bottom depth of about 170 m) on three consecutive days; 20, 21 and 22 September 2008. From the Hawaiian cruise (HAW) we present data collected on five days; 27 August 2009 (approximate location 19°15’N, 156°10’W), 28 August 2009 (19°15’N, 155°58’W), 30 August 2009 (17°55’N, 155°58’W), 9 September 2009 (17°37’N, 158°17’W), and 13 September 2009 (17°51’N, 159°22’W). The sampling area on 27 and 28 August was located in deep water (bottom depth more than 2000 m) relatively close to the west coast of the Island of Hawaii (5–30 km). The three remaining sampling locations were further in the open ocean over 100 km south of the Hawaiian Islands where the bottom depth was about 5000 m. The oceanographic conditions in the selected sampling areas were very different including highly contrasting trophic states ranging from oligotrophic open ocean waters off the Hawaiian Islands to mesotrophic waters in the Santa Barbara Channel and a dense phytoplankton bloom of Trichodesmium near the coast of the Island of Hawaii. The water sampling during the Trichodesmium bloom (27 Aug 2009) occurred in the presence of a visible surface slick. All the remaining measurements were made under nonslick conditions.

The methodology and instrumentation used for the collection and processing of data presented in this study were similar on the two RaDyO cruises, with some exceptions as described in the following sections.

2.2. Sample collection

The collection of coincident samples from the sea-surface microlayer (SML) and underlying subsurface water (USW) was made from the bow of a small boat operating at a distance of ~500 m from R/V Kilo Moana (Wurl et al., 2009, 2011a, 2011b). The SML samples were collected using the glass plate technique by immersing the glass plate vertically into the water and withdrawing it gently (Harvey and Burzell, 1972). The withdrawal rate ranged from about 5–6 cm s$^{-1}$ under weak to moderate winds (< 6 m s$^{-1}$) to 8–10 cm s$^{-1}$ in the presence of larger breaking waves at stronger winds. The thickness of the sampled SML is about 50 μm at slower withdrawal rates and increases to 80–120 μm for faster withdrawal rates (Carlson, 1982; Shinkl et al., 2012). We note that the glass plate sampling technique has been reported to be superior for the collection of particles from the SML compared with an alternative screen technique (Estep et al., 1985).

The collection of the SBC samples was made under wind speed ranging from about 1.1 to 9.6 m s$^{-1}$. The HAW samples were collected at very weak winds < 2.6 m s$^{-1}$ on two sampling days (27 and 28 Aug 2009) close to the coast of the Island of Hawaii and 4 to 8 m s$^{-1}$ at the open-ocean stations > 100 km south of the Hawaiian Islands (30 Aug, 9 Sep, and 13 Sep 2009). The SML samples adhering to the glass plate were scraped off with a neoprene blade and collected in aged polypropylene bottles free of leachable organic matter. The collection of one
SML sample (approximately 800 mL) required numerous dips of the glass plate and typically took about 45 min. Concurrent USW samples were collected from a depth of 1 m with a 12-volt DC Teflon gear pump and polypropylene tubing. The USW samples are representative of bulk near-surface water which is typically well mixed in the near-surface layer of the ocean. All comparisons of SML and USW data of particle size distribution, light absorption, and light scattering are based on USW samples collected at 1 m depth, except for the HAW absorption data from 9 Sep and 13 Sep 2009 when the USW samples were collected at 5 m depth.

Prior to use all sampling equipment was washed with 10% HCl and rinsed with ultrapure de-ionized water. All samples were stored on ice on the small boat until further analysis on board R/V Kilo Moana.

2.3. Bulk measures of particle mass concentration and composition

To characterize the bulk particulate assemblages in seawater samples we measured the dry mass concentration of suspended particulate matter (SPM), the concentration of particulate organic carbon (POC), and the concentration of chlorophyll-a (Chla). The available volume of SML samples was insufficient to make all these determinations for these samples. As a result, we obtained only a limited amount of POC and Chla data for the SML samples. Similarly, the volume of USW samples from a depth of 1 m obtained during the small boat operation was insufficient for performing consistently all analyses for SPM, POC, and Chla. Therefore, to ensure more complete characterization of subsurface samples, the SPM, POC, and Chla determinations were also made for samples collected at a near-surface depth of about 5 m from a CTD-Rosette equipped with Niskin bottles that were deployed from R/V Kilo Moana in close proximity in space and time to small boat operations.

SPM (in units of mg m\(^{-3}\)) was determined using a standard gravimetric technique (Van der Linde 1998) after filtration of water samples under low vacuum onto pre-rinsed, pre-combusted glass-fiber GF/F filters (25 mm diameter). The filters were weighed prior to use. Following filtration, sample filters and edges were rinsed with deionized water to remove residual sea salt, dried at 60 °C, and stored sealed until post cruise analysis. The mass of particles collected on the filters was measured with a Mettler-Toledo MT5 microbalance with 1 μg precision. To determine SPM, the mass of blank filter was subtracted from the mass of sample filter and the result was divided by the filtration volume of the sample.

POC (mg m\(^{-3}\)) was determined using a standard method of CHN analysis based on high temperature combustion of sample filters (Parsons et al., 1984; Knapp et al., 1996). Water samples were filtered through precombusted 25 mm GF/F filters (25 mm diameter). The filters were transferred to clean glass vials, dried at 60 °C, and stored until post cruise analysis. Organic carbon content on each sample filter following acidification to remove inorganic carbon was determined with CHN analysis. Similarly, organic carbon content was determined for a number of unused filters to quantify the background carbon content of blank filters. To determine POC, the average value of the blank filters was subtracted from the sample data and the result was divided by the filtration volume of the sample. The concentration of particulate organic nitrogen (PON) was also determined from the CHN analysis.

Samples for Chla (mg m\(^{-3}\)) determinations were filtered on 25 mm GF/F filters under low light and then flash frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen until post cruise analysis. The SBC samples were analyzed spectrophotometrically. Acetone extracts of pigments present in the samples were prepared using a 90% acetone solvent. The absorbance spectra of acetone extracts were measured with a dual-beam Lambda 18 spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Inc.) equipped with a 15-cm integrating sphere (RSA-PE-18, Labsphere, Inc.). The sample in 1-cm cuvette was placed inside the integrating sphere and measurements were taken within the spectral range from 300 to 850 nm with 1-nm interval. The measured absorbance values at four light wavelengths of 630, 647, 665, and 691 nm (after subtraction of acetone baseline values) were used to calculate Chla from the equation of Ritchie (2008). The HAW samples were analyzed with High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) using the analytical procedure described in Ras et al. (2008). In this study we use the HPLC-determined concentration of total chlorophyll-a as the measure of Chla, which represents the summed concentrations of mono- and divinyl chlorophyll-a, chlorophyllide-a, and the allomeric and epimeric forms of chlorophyll-a.

Because of limited volume of SML samples, no determinations of SPM were made for the SML samples. On the SBC cruise SPM and Chla were measured for the USW samples (5 m depth) collected on 20 and 21 Sep 2008. The SPM measurements were made on duplicate samples and averaged. Chla was determined from the analysis of single samples. The filtration volume for these samples was 1 to 1.3 L. POC was measured during the three SBC microlayer experiments (20, 21, and 22 Sep 2008) for both the SML and USW (1 m depth) samples. These determinations were based on single samples with filtration volumes of 400 to 440 mL.

On the HAW cruise SPM was measured for USW samples (1 or 5 m depth) collected on 28 Aug, 9 Sep and 13 Sep 2009 (filtration volume of 4.7 to 6.3 L was analyzed). POC and Chla were measured for the SML sample representative of dense Trichodesmium bloom (27 Aug 2008, filtration volume of 200 mL) and for USW samples (4.2 to 5.25 L) during all HAW experiments.

Differences in the concentrations of various substances between the SML and subsurface water are typically quantified in terms of the enrichment factor, EF, which is calculated as a ratio of the concentration in the SML sample to that in the corresponding USW sample. We calculated the EF values for POC and Chla for a few cases in which we have data of these parameters for both the SML and USW samples.

2.4. Particle size distribution

The particle size distribution (PSD) was measured for both the SML and USW samples during all three experiments on the SBC cruise (20, 21, and 22 Sep 2008) and three experiments on the HAW cruise (27, 28, and 30 Aug 2009). These measurements were made on board R/V Kilo Moana with a Beckman-Coulter Multisizer III using a combination of two aperture sizes, 30 μm and 200 μm. When combined, these measurements spanned the range of equivalent spherical diameter of particles, \( D_e \), from 0.8 μm (SBC cruise) or 0.7 μm (HAW cruise) to 120 μm. The difference in the lower threshold between the cruises was accepted on the basis of slight differences in the level of instrument noise. Both apertures were calibrated using NIST-traceable microsphere standards of known size. The Coulter technique and potential sources of uncertainties in particle counting and sizing with this technique are described in detail in Jonasz and Fournier (2007).

Each discrete Coulter measurement consisted of a set of values representing the number of particles per unit volume of water within a size class, \( N(D) \) (in units of m\(^{-3}\)). The 0.2 μm filtered seawater was used as the blank and subtracted from particle counts of the sample. Multiple replicate measurements of the PSD (usually > 10 and as many as 22 with the 30 μm aperture and 27 with the 200 μm aperture) were taken for each sample and summed to provide larger sample volumes and improved statistical accuracy of particle counts. Total sample volumes after the summation of replicate measurements averaged about 2.1 mL (range 0.7–5 mL) for the 30 μm aperture and 130 mL (range 22–228 mL) for the 200 μm aperture.

The Coulter technique yields high-resolution measurements of size on individual particles. For each aperture, the data were acquired using 256 size bins logarithmically spaced over the measured range. The width of individual size bins, \( ΔD \), is dependent upon the aperture size and diameter of the size class. For example, \( ΔD \) ranges from as little as 0.01 μm for the 30 μm aperture to as large as 1.6 μm for the 200 μm aperture. To create the final distribution, measurements from both apertures were merged at an overlapping size class (\( D ~ 5.1 \) μm for the
SBC data and ~4.8 μm for the HAW data) which shared a similar midpoint of the bin and bin width. Because the total particle counts from replicate measurements for large particles (D ≥ 20 μm) were often small (<10) in the original size bins, the PSDs in this size range exhibited significant bin-to-bin variations. To reduce this problem the particle counts in this size range were rebinned using broader size bins. As a result we obtained improved particle counts per bin (>50) extending to about 50 μm with the last bin between about 40 μm and 49 μm. The PSD data beyond 50 μm are not reported because of inadequate statistics associated with low particle counts.

The density function of the particle number distribution, \( F_p(D) \) (m \(^{-3}\) μm \(^{-1}\)), was calculated by normalizing the concentration of particles within each size bin, \( N(D) \), to the bin width, \( AD \) (in units of μm) (Jonasz and Fournier, 2007). The particle volume distribution was calculated as \( V(D) = N(D) \pi D^3/6 \), where \( D \) represents here a mid-point diameter of the size bins and \( V(D) \) is dimensionless as \( N(D) \) and \( D \) can be expressed in the same units of length. The density function of the particle volume distribution, \( F_v(D) \) (μm \(^{-1}\)), was calculated by normalizing \( V(D) \) to \( AD \). For comparing the PSDs in the SML and USW samples the size dependent enrichment factor, \( EF \), was calculated as a ratio of \( F_v(D) \) (or equivalently \( N(D) \)) for the SML sample to \( F_v(D) \) (or \( N(D) \)) for the corresponding USW sample. We note that this enrichment factor based on particle number concentration is identical to that calculated on the basis of particle volume distribution.

2.5. Light absorption measurements

Discrete samples of the SML and USW were also used for optical measurements of the absorption coefficient and the volume scattering function. These two optical quantities represent the fundamental inherent optical properties (IOPs) of seawater (Mobley, 1994). On the SBC cruise the spectral absorption coefficients (in units of m \(^{-1}\)) of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \), and suspended particulate matter, \( a_{ph}(\lambda) \), were measured within the spectral range 400–700 nm on board R/V Kilo Moana using a point-source integrating-cavity absorption meter (PSICAM; Röttgers and Doerffer, 2007; Röttgers et al., 2007). The sample volume of about 400 mL was required for PSICAM measurements. First, the light absorption spectra of SML and USW samples were measured, from which the baseline measurements of freshly purified water were subtracted to obtain the spectral absorption coefficient of the sum of particulate and dissolved matter, \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \). The sample was then filtered through a purified water-washed and sample-washed 0.2-μm membrane filter (GSWP, Millipore) and the filtrate was measured to determine the CDOM component, \( a_{CDOM}(\lambda) \). The particulate component, \( a_{ph}(\lambda) \), was determined as a difference between \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) and \( a_{CDOM}(\lambda) \). The calculations of the absorption coefficients and corrections for temperature, salinity, and chlorophyll fluorescence effects were done as described in Röttgers et al. (2007). The PSICAM was calibrated daily using a nigerin (Merck) dye solution whose absorption coefficient was determined using a liquid waveguide capillary cell (LWCC, WPI Inc., U.S.A.). The LWCC setup consisted of a capillary cell calibrated daily using an nigrosin (Merck) dyesolution whose absorption coefficient was determined using a liquid waveguide capillary cell (LWCC, WPI Inc., U.S.A.). Sample filters were placed inside the integrating sphere for measurement (Röttgers and Gehnke, 2012; Stramski et al., 2015). Duplicate spectral scans were taken for two different orientations of the sample filter and the results were averaged. The agreement between the two scans was very good (within a few percent). Similar measurements were taken for several blank filters. The average spectrum of the blank filters was subtracted from the sample spectra to yield the baseline-corrected data. A correction for the pathlength amplification factor that was developed for a specific configuration of the filter-pad technique with filters placed inside the integrating sphere was applied to yield the final data of \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) following the recommendation in Stramski et al. (2015).

On the HAW cruise, additional absorption measurements were made on the sample filters following pigment extraction with methanol in order to partition \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) into the contributions of phytoplankton, \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \), and non-algal, \( a_{NAP}(\lambda) \), components (Kishino et al., 1985). As for \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) the same correction for pathlength amplification was applied to measurements of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \). The values of measured \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) were very close to \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) in the near-infrared (near-IR) spectral region (800–850 nm) supporting negligible absorption by phytoplankton at these wavelengths. To satisfy the assumptions that \( a_{NP}(\lambda) = 0 \) and \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) = a_{NP}(\lambda) \) in the near-IR even more closely, the final data of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) were slightly adjusted by adding the average value of the difference between the measured \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) and the measured \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) in the spectral region 800–850 nm to the measured values of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \). The final data of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) were then obtained as a difference between \( a_{\lambda}(\lambda) \) and \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \). These results should be used with caution because methanol extraction has some limitations, for example this method does not remove water-soluble phycobilipigments and occasionally results in incomplete extraction of pigments.

For a few HAW samples (27 Aug and 13 Sep 2009) the measurement of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) was also partitioned into \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) and \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \) with a bleaching method of Ferrari and Tassan (1999). Bleaching was conducted by exposing the sample filter to a few drops of 1:10 (volume:volume) diluted bleach (NaOCl, 1% active OCl−) for a few minutes before taking a spectrophotometric measurement of \( a_{NP}(\lambda) \). In this method pigments are oxidized but remain within the particulate matter on the filter. These results of absorption partitioning should be also used with caution owing to methodological limitations, especially inaccuracies in the short-wavelength portion of the visible spectrum and UV. We also note that both the PSICAM technique used during the SBC experiment and the filter-pad technique with an inside integrating sphere configuration used during the HAW experiment are currently considered the best methods for measuring the particulate absorption coefficient (Röttgers, 2018; Roesler et al., 2018).

2.6. Light scattering measurements

Measurements of the volume scattering function (VSF) of seawater samples, denoted as \( b(\psi) \) (in units of m \(^{-1}\) sr \(^{-1}\)), were made with two instruments, a Laser In Situ Scattering and Transmissometry (LISST-100X type B, Sequoia Scientific Inc., hereafter referred to as LISST) and a DAWN-EOS (Wyatt Technology Corp., hereafter referred to as DAWN). Both instruments were used to measure VSF for the SML and USW samples during the SBC cruise. On the HAW cruise only the DAWN instrument was used and these measurements were made during three experiments (27, 28 and 30 Aug 2009). Both instruments provide multi-angle measurements of VSF at the same light wavelength \( \lambda = 532 \text{ nm} \). The LISST is equipped with a semiconductor laser diode system.
(ChromaLase, Blue Sky Research, Inc.) producing a linearly polarized beam of light of about 10 mm in diameter. The DAWN uses a diode-pumped frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with a beam of 62 μm in diameter. The DAWN measurements are conducted with the linearly polarized incident beam either with perpendicular (vertical) or parallel (horizontal) polarization relative to the scattering plane. This plane is defined to contain the incident and scattered beams. The range of scattering angle \( \psi \) covered by the two instruments is different. The LISST uses 32 ring detectors providing measurements of forward light scattering at 32 angles over the approximate range from 0.08° to 13.5° (Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000). The DAWN uses 18 photodiode detectors providing measurements at 18 angles over the range 22.5° to 147° (Babin et al., 2012). The LISST and DAWN detectors measure scattered light without polarization analyzers and are assumed to be insensitive to polarization.

As the measurements were performed in the bench-top mode of operation, the LISST was equipped with a sample chamber inserted into the optical head of the instrument. The space surrounding the optical path was covered with a dark cloth to prevent stray light effects associated with ambient light (Reynolds et al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2011). The path length of the illuminated sample was 5 cm. For a given sample, the measurement consisted of acquisition of time series data taken at 1 Hz sampling frequency. Two or four time series, each ranging from about 10 to 20 min in duration, were acquired for each sample on the SBC cruise. The cumulative duration of the acquisition of time series data for different samples ranged from about 20 to 55 min, so that the total number of repeated scans of VSF ranged from about 1200 to 3300. For each sample, these repeated scans were averaged to yield the mean values of VSF. Similar measurements were collected on 0.2-μm (Milli-pore membrane) filtered seawater to determine the mean baseline values representative of pure seawater. These baseline measurements were subtracted from the mean sample measurements to yield the final LISST data of particulate volume scattering function, \( \beta_{p}(\psi) \). We note that the manufacturer’s calibration of LISST was based on a nominal radiant sensitivity of ring detectors (amperes of photovoltaic current per watt of optical power) traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (Agrawal, 2005; Agrawal and Mikelsen, 2009).

It is also important to recall that the VSF is defined for the total intensity of scattered light measured without polarization analyzer when the sample is illuminated by randomly polarized (unpolarized) incident beam. This definition links the VSF to the first element, \( M_{11} \), of a 4 × 4 scattering matrix also referred to as Mueller matrix (Jonas and Fournier, 2007). The potential errors introduced to the LISST-derived \( \beta_{p}(\psi) \) as a result of using a linearly polarized incident beam are very small within the forward angular range of LISST measurements (\( \psi < 13.5\° \)) for natural assemblages of marine particles (Slade and Boss, 2006). We also note that for all SBC samples examined in this study the \( \beta_{p}(\psi) \) values within the range of forward scattering angles of LISST are approximately (to within less than 0.5%) equal to the total volume scattering function of seawater, \( \beta(\psi) \), which includes both the particulate and molecular scattering contributions.

The DAWN measurements were made with a sample placed in a 20 mL cylindrical glass vial. The interrogated sample volume was on the order of 10 nL. The DAWN measurements using such configuration have been previously characterized and calibrated (Babin et al., 2012). The calibration of DAWN was based on measurements of light scattered at 90° by pure toluene with the incident beam having a linear perpendicular polarization. This calibration relies on known magnitude of molecular scattering by toluene. To encompass the large dynamic range of scattered intensity, three selectable gain settings are available for each DAWN detector (gain factors of 1, 21, or 101). In our experiments the gain settings were adjusted separately for each detector to avoid potential saturation of the measured signal.

The small sample volume required for DAWN measurements can be considered as an advantage for microlayer experiments because the available volume of SML samples is typically limited. However, the small volume of illuminated sample also implies some limitations of DAWN in terms of adequately resolving the presence of relatively large particles in seawater. Previous test measurements of particles as large as 20 μm in diameter (standard spherical polystyrene beads) yielded generally satisfactory results as indicated by comparisons with theoretical Mie scattering predictions but similar assessments for larger-sized particles were not made (Babin et al., 2012). In general, the DAWN measurements of natural seawater samples should be viewed with due caution with regard to the effects of large particles, especially because there is potential for underestimating the contribution of large particles to light scattering. However, as large particles occur in seawater typically at very low concentrations compared to smaller particles (Bader, 1970; Jonas and Fournier 2007), this potential underestimation is expected to be important only for samples in which large particles are relatively more abundant. We note that this potential effect was not evident in earlier tests of DAWN with several seawater samples collected in the near-shore zone at Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla (Babin et al., 2012). The limitation associated with small sampling volume of DAWN can be also mitigated to large extent by the expected dominant contribution of relatively small particles (less than about 10 μm) to light scattering in typical open ocean conditions (Morel and Ahn, 1991; Stramski and Kiefer, 1991).

The DAWN instrument was equipped with a liquid crystal variable retarder (LRC-100-VIS, Meadowlark Optics) to produce incident light with two linear polarization states; horizontal and vertical relative to the scattering plane. During the process of setting the retarder to produce the beam with linear polarizations, we measured the contrast (or extinction) ratio of the linear polarization for both the vertical and horizontal polarization settings of the retarder. This value, representing the ratio of the maximum to minimum light intensity of the two linearly polarized components transmitted for a given polarization setting of the retarder, was close to or higher than 700:1 and was similar (within 5%) for both polarization settings of the retarder.

We here define the measured intensity of scattered light, \( I_{V}(\psi) \), for the horizontal polarization of the incident beam and the measured intensity of scattered light, \( I_{H}(\psi) \), for the vertical polarization of the incident beam. For each SML and USW sample collected on the SBC and HAW cruises, replicate measurements were taken and averaged for each polarization state of the incident beam. Specifically, for a given sample, the data acquisition protocol consisted of collecting time series measurements of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) and \( I_{H}(\psi) \) with sampling frequency of 8 Hz. Typical duration of time series measurement for each polarization state was 3 min which provided 1440 data points. Such sets of time series measurements were repeated six to nine times and each of these replications was made with a different randomly chosen orientation of sample vial within the instrument. The sample was gently mixed between these replicate measurements. For a specific orientation of sample vial the measurements of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) and \( I_{H}(\psi) \) were averaged to represent that orientation. Such results were then averaged for all replicate measurements taken with different vial orientations to yield the final values of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) and \( I_{H}(\psi) \). Depending on the number of replicate measurements, the total number of data points involved in the calculation of final averages of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) and \( I_{H}(\psi) \) ranged from 8640 to 12,960 for different samples analyzed in our experiments.

The measurements of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) and \( I_{H}(\psi) \) allow for the determinations of the \( M_{11}(\psi) \) and \( M_{22}(\psi) \) elements of the scattering matrix; specifically the measurement of \( I_{V}(\psi) \) provides the sum \( M_{11}(\psi) + M_{22}(\psi) \) and the measurement of \( I_{H}(\psi) \) the difference \( M_{11}(\psi) − M_{22}(\psi) \) (Bohren and Huffman, 1983; Bickel and Bailey, 1985). As the volume scattering function \( \beta(\psi) \) is directly linked to \( M_{11}(\psi) \), it can be derived from \( (I_{H}(\psi) + I_{V}(\psi))/2 \) and expressed in units of (m−1sr−1) using the calibration procedure described in Babin et al. (2012). The \( M_{22}(\psi) \) can be derived from \( (I_{H}(\psi) − I_{V}(\psi))/2 \). Previous measurements of scattering matrix for oceanic waters indicated that all non-diagonal elements of scattering matrix, except \( M_{22}(\psi) \) and \( M_{12}(\psi) \), are zero to within the experimental error (Voss and Fry, 1984). These measurements also...
indicated that $M_{21}$ is approximately equal to $M_{32}$. For scattering media exhibiting such properties the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) of scattered light by the sample illuminated by unpolarized beam is defined as $P(\varphi) = -M_{21}(\varphi)/M_{32}(\varphi) = [I_{\varphi}(\varphi) - I_{\varphi}(\varphi)]/[I_{\varphi}(\varphi) + I_{\varphi}(\varphi)]$ where positive values of $P(\varphi)$ are for dominantly vertical polarization and negative values for dominantly horizontal polarization (Volten et al., 1998; Hovenier et al., 2002; Kokhanovsky, 2003). For all SML and USW samples measured in this study with DAWN, $P(\varphi)$ was determined from $[I_{\varphi}(\varphi) - I_{\varphi}(\varphi)]/[I_{\varphi}(\varphi) + I_{\varphi}(\varphi)]$. We note that this definition of DoLP has been widely used for characterizing the inherent scattering properties of various types of aquatic particles, aerosol particles, and cosmic dust (Volten et al., 1998, 2001; Petrova et al., 2000).

We also note that this inherent DoLP of light scattered by particles suspended in seawater (or the entire seawater sample including contributions of water molecules and particles) should not be confused with the degree of linear polarization of ambient radiance field in the ocean, which has been commonly reported in oceanographic literature (e.g., Waterman, 1954; Ivanoff, 1974; Adams et al., 2002; Gilerson et al., 2013; Ibrahim et al., 2016).

The DAWN measurements yielded the $\beta(\varphi)$ and $P(\varphi)$ values representing seawater samples with combined contributions of particulate and molecular scattering. Within the angular range of DAWN the molecular component of scattering can be significant, so the particulate component of VSF, $\beta_p(\varphi)$, was obtained by subtracting the pure seawater component, $\beta_w(\varphi)$, from the total $\beta(\varphi)$. The $\beta_w(\varphi)$ values at 532 nm were calculated from the model of water molecular scattering (Zhang et al., 2009) using the measured temperature ($T$) and salinity ($S$) of underlying subsurface water samples and a constant depolarization ratio, $\delta = 0.039$, for water molecules. For the SBC samples $T = 18^\circ C$ and $S = 33.5$ PSU. For the HAW samples $T$ ranged from 26.4 to 27.1 $^\circ C$ and $S$ was 35 to 35.1 PSU. The particulate component of DoLP, $P_p(\varphi)$, was also obtained by accounting for the contribution of seawater molecules to total $P(\varphi)$. Specifically, $P_p(\varphi)$ was calculated from the expression in which $P(\varphi)$ is written as the weighted sum $P_w(\varphi) [\beta_w(\varphi)/\beta(\varphi)] + P_p(\varphi) [\beta_p(\varphi)/\beta(\varphi)]$, where $P_w(\varphi)$ is the DoLP of light scattered by seawater molecules and $\beta_w(\varphi) = \beta_w(\varphi) + \beta_p(\varphi)$ (Morel, 1973). The $P_p(\varphi)$ values were obtained from calculations of vertically and horizontally polarized light scattered by molecules using the same values of $T$, $S$, and $\delta$ as above (Zhang et al., 2019). The calculated values of $P_p(\varphi)$ are actually independent of $T$ and $S$ because of the assumed constancy of $\delta$. From these calculations the maximum value $P_{p,\text{max}}$ occurs at $\varphi = 90^\circ$ and is about 0.92, which is higher than earlier estimates (Morel, 1973).

For each optical property determined in this study, we calculated a ratio of the values for the SML sample to the values for the corresponding USW sample. This ratio is referred to as the enhancement factor and is denoted by the same symbol EF as the enrichment factor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Concentration, composition, and size characteristics of suspended particles

The particle concentration characteristics of near-surface water varied greatly among the investigated sites. At the near-surface depths of 1 to 5 m, Chla, POC, and SPM varied respectively from about 0.057, 34, and 92 mg m$^{-3}$ in open ocean waters off the Hawaiian Islands to 1, 290, and 555 mg m$^{-3}$ in the Santa Barbara Channel (Table 1). The total number concentration of particles within the size range measured with the Coulter technique (i.e., $> 0.8 \mu m$ for the SBC samples and $> 0.7 \mu m$ for the HAW samples) was also significantly lower in the USW samples from the HAW cruise than the SBC cruise (Table 1). The values of the POC/SPM ratio varied, however, within the same range from 0.36 to 0.52 in both investigated regions. The POC/SPM ratio provides a useful proxy for the composition of particulate matter in terms of organic and inorganic fractions (Woźniak et al., 2010) and our measurements indicate that organic particles dominated the suspended particulate matter in all USW samples. However, we have no information on the potential differences in POC/SPM between the SML and USW because no PSM measurements were made in the SML.

In the Santa Barbara Channel the SML was markedly enriched in POC by factors within the range 1.6 to 2.6 (Table 1), consistent with earlier data from coastal Mediterranean waters sheltered from pollution and terrestrial sources (Daumas et al., 1976). A broader range of POC enrichment (1.3 to 7.6) was previously observed in oligotrophic waters of the South Pacific Ocean (Obernosterer et al., 2008). We also note that in the SBC we observed higher POC/TON ratios (0.35–0.60%) in the SML compared with USW, consistent with observations of Obernosterer et al. (2008). On the HAW cruise we made only one measurement of POC enrichment in the SML, which was 23 (Table 1). This very high value was observed under extreme conditions during a dense bloom of *Trichodesmium* in the presence of a visible surface slick (27 August 2009) when POC increased from 96 mg m$^{-3}$ in the USW to 2250 mg m$^{-3}$ in the SML. Under these conditions we also observed a dramatic increase in Chla from 0.065 mg m$^{-3}$ in the USW to 15.37 mg m$^{-3}$ in the SML. This change yields a very high Chla enrichment of 236 (Table 1), which appears to be the highest reported in literature.

Previous measurements of Chla under nonslick conditions indicated variable EF but typically significantly below 10 (Daumas et al., 1976; Joux et al., 2006; Tilstone et al., 2010) and in some cases a Chla depletion in the SML (Obernosterer et al., 2008). The Chla enrichment higher than 10 was, however, reported for slick conditions (Hardy and Apts, 1989; Tilstone et al., 2010). To our knowledge, the previously reported maximum of EF for Chla is about 63, which was observed in the Atlantic Ocean in the presence of a visible surface slick and high concentration of dinoflagellates *Proorocentrum* sp. (Tilstone et al., 2010). Although the determinations of EF for various water constituents depend on the method of SML sampling and a reference depth of USW (Agouët et al., 2004; Tilstone et al., 2010), our data obtained during *Trichodesmium* bloom provide an indication of the scale of the potential enrichment of Chla and POC in the SML.

Particle size distributions (PSDs) measured on the SML and USW samples in the Santa Barbara Channel and off the Hawaiian Islands are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. Data from two experiments from each cruise are depicted. The particle number distributions, $F_n(D)$, show a characteristic rapid decrease of particle concentration with increasing particle diameter (Fig. 1a,b and Fig. 2a,b). For all SML samples these distributions show significant changes in slope across the examined size range with the presence of significant peaks corresponding to increased concentrations of particles within specific size ranges. These features are particularly well-pronounced in the distributions of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Santa Barbara Channel</th>
<th>Off Hawaiian Islands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chla (mg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>0.99–1.03</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC (mg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>164–289</td>
<td>1.6–2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM (mg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>484–555</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chla enrichment (EF)</td>
<td>1.3–1.6 x 10$^{11}$</td>
<td>1.3–2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC/SPM [g/µg]</td>
<td>0.36–0.52</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* data based on measurements during a dense surface bloom of *Trichodesmium*.
Fig. 1. Example particle size distributions measured on samples of the sea-surface microlayer (SML) and underlying subsurface water (USW) in the Santa Barbara Channel. (a) and (c) Density function of particle number concentration, $F_N$. (b) and (d) Density function of particle volume distribution, $F_V$. Data collected on 20 Sep 2008 [(a) and (b)] and 21 Sep 2008 [(c) and (d)] are shown. The power law function $F_N \sim D^{-4}$ is shown for comparison with measured particle number distributions.

Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but for measurements taken off the Hawaiian Islands. (a) and (b) Data collected on 27 Aug 2009 near the Island of Hawaii during a dense surface bloom of *Trichodesmium*. (c) and (d) Data collected on 30 Aug 2009 in open ocean oligotrophic waters.
particle volume concentration (Fig. 1b,d and Fig. 2b,d). In the Santa Barbara Channel the distributions of the USW samples also show distinct features (Fig. 1), which emphasizes the difficulty in characterizing $F_N(D)$ with a power function consisting of a single slope value (Reynolds et al., 2010). In waters off the Hawaiian Islands, however, the PSD of the USW samples is generally featureless with an overall slope of the $F_N(D)$ distribution being consistent with a slope of $-4$ across the size range (Fig. 2). Most importantly, Figs. 1 and 2 show consistently higher magnitude of PSD for all SML samples compared with the corresponding USW samples across the entire examined size range and also considerable differences in the PSD shape between the SML and USW. This result indicates that whereas the enrichment of particle concentration in the microlayer occurs at all examined sizes, the magnitude of enrichment is dependent on particle size.

The observed large differences in both the magnitude and shape of the PSD between the SML and USW samples suggest strong potential for differences in the optical properties of these two particle assemblages. This potential is characterized by the data of the enrichment factor ($EF$) for PSD in the surface microlayer (Fig. 3). We note that these data are equally applicable to the particle number concentration, particle volume concentration, or particle area concentration; albeit the latter type of size distribution is not presented explicitly in this paper. The $EF$ values are generally smaller in the mesotrophic waters of the Santa Barbara Channel (Fig. 3a) than those observed in waters offshore of the Hawaiian Islands (Fig. 3b). The enrichment of the total particle concentration integrated over the entire examined size range varied from 1.3 to 2.2 for the SBC samples and from 3 to 8.7 for the HAW samples (Table 1) with the highest value for the sample representing the open ocean oligotrophic waters (Fig. 3b, solid gray line).

All our data of $EF$ as a function of particle diameter have a characteristic pattern indicating higher enrichment of particles larger than about 10μm compared with smaller particles. In the Santa Barbara Channel the highest $EF$ values in the range 6 to 7 were observed in the size range between about 12μm and 18μm (Fig. 3a, solid black line). In the open ocean oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands the $EF$ values were very high in the range 30 to 40 for particle diameters between 10μm and 20μm, and even higher of 40 to 70 between 20μm and 30μm (Fig. 3b, solid gray line). In this case the enrichment also exhibited a conspicuous secondary maximum with the $EF$ values varying between 10 and 15 for small particles in the diameter range from about 1μm to 6μm. Under exceptional surface slick conditions during a dense bloom of *Trichodesmium* the $EF$ also reached relatively high values of 20 to 30 in the diameter range 10μm to 20μm (Fig. 3b, solid black line). In this case, however, our data indicate a further strong increase of $EF$ up to about 100 for large particles of 30μm to 50μm. Although the statistics based on particle counts are poorest for these large particles this trend of strong increase of $EF$ appears realistic owing to the appropriate rebinning of size data as described in Section 2.4. Thus, among our observations, the *Trichodesmium* bloom data show by far the strongest size dependency of particle concentration enrichment with the $EF$ values varying from less than 4 for small particles < 2μm to more than 50 for large particles > 30μm.
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**Fig. 3.** Enrichment factor ($EF$) for particle concentration of the sea-surface microlayer as a function of particle diameter. (a) Data collected in the Santa Barbara Channel on 20 Sep 2008 (solid black line), 21 Sep 2008 (dotted black line), and 22 Sep 2008 (solid gray line). (b) Data collected off the Hawaiian Islands on 27 Aug 2009 (solid black line), 28 Aug 2009 (dotted black line), and 30 Aug 2009 (solid gray line).
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**Fig. 4.** Example spectra of the absorption coefficients measured on samples of the sea-surface microlayer (SML) and underlying subsurface water (USW) in the Santa Barbara Channel. (a) The absorption coefficient of colored dissolved organic matter, $a_\lambda(\lambda)$. (b) The absorption coefficient of suspended particulate matter, $a_p(\lambda)$. Both measurements were taken on 21 Sep 2008. The difference spectra between the SML and USW measurements are also shown.

3.2. Spectral absorption coefficients

In the Santa Barbara Channel both the SML and USW samples were generally characterized by lower values of \(a_p(\lambda)\) than \(q_a(\lambda)\) throughout the visible spectrum with the exception of short-wavelength end of the spectrum, especially for USW samples. For example, at 440 nm the range of the \(a_p/q_a\) ratio for the three USW samples was 0.59 to 0.68. This ratio was more variable in the SML with a range of 0.12 to 0.57. The magnitudes of \(a_p(440)\) and \(q_a(440)\) in the USW varied from 0.04 to 0.048 m\(^{-1}\) and 0.058 to 0.076 m\(^{-1}\), respectively. In the SML the range of variability was 0.049 to 0.055 m\(^{-1}\) and 0.087 to 0.199 m\(^{-1}\), respectively. Example absorption spectra of \(a_p(\lambda)\) and \(q_a(\lambda)\) measured on the SML and USW samples in the SBC are depicted in Fig. 4. These measurements indicate higher absorption coefficients in the SML than USW with much more pronounced differences between the SML and USW for \(a_p(\lambda)\) than \(q_a(\lambda)\). The \(q_a(\lambda)\) spectrum of the USW has well-pronounced features of phytoplankton absorption. These features are also present in the SML although they are somewhat weaker in the blue spectral region owing to an apparent increase of the contribution by non-algal particles. The significant role of non-algal particles in the SML is also supported by substantial absorption at the long-wavelength end of the spectrum at 700 nm.

For the five USW samples examined during the HAW cruise, the magnitude of \(q_a(\lambda)\) and the proportions of \(a_p(\lambda)\) and \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) remained within a relatively narrow range of variation. For example, \(a_p(440)\) varied from 0.007 m\(^{-1}\) (30 Aug 2009) to 0.0097 m\(^{-1}\) (28 Aug 2007). These USW values are considerably lower than those observed in the SBC, which is consistent with measurements of SPM, POC, and Chl\(a\) during both cruises. It is also important to note that \(q_a(440)\) of the USW was 0.0095 m\(^{-1}\) for the slick conditions in the presence of dense Trichodesmium bloom (27 Aug 2009), which remains within the range of relatively low values observed during the HAW cruise. For the USW samples the variability in the contributions of \(q_a(\lambda)\) and \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) to total particulate absorption was also quite constrained. For example, the \(a_{\text{NaA}}(440)/a_p(440)\) ratio varied from 0.73 (9 Sep 2009) to 0.8 (13 Sep 2009), indicating the dominant role of phytoplankton in the near-surface particulate absorption within the region of HAW cruise.

In contrast to the USW, \(q_a(\lambda)\) exhibited much larger variation for the SML samples from the HAW cruise. The lowest values of \(a_p(440)\) in the range 0.022 to 0.025 m\(^{-1}\) were measured at open ocean stations (9 and 13 Sep 2009). The highest value of 0.484 m\(^{-1}\) was measured under slick conditions in the presence of Trichodesmium bloom (27 Aug 2009), which reflects a very high enhancement of particulate absorption in the SML compared to USW. The range of the ratio \(a_p(\lambda)/q_a(\lambda)\) was also much larger in the SML than USW. The \(a_{\text{NaA}}(440)/a_p(440)\) ratio varied from 0.34 (28 Aug and 13 Sep 2009) to 0.85 (27 Aug 2009). The only SML sample that showed the dominant contribution of \(a_{\text{NaA}}(440)\) to \(a_p(440)\) was that collected during the Trichodesmium bloom in the presence of surface slick (27 Aug 2009). The value of \(a_{\text{NaA}}(440)/a_p(440)\) for the four remaining SML samples was less than 0.5, indicating a dominant role of non-algal particulate absorption. Thus, in the absence of extreme events such as Trichodesmium bloom, our data from oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands suggest that whereas the particulate absorption in the near-surface bulk seawater is dominated by phytoplankton, the SML particulate absorption is dominated by non-algal particles. This result points to preferential selectivity for concentrating and maintaining non-algal particles within the SML in open ocean environments regardless of whether the particles originate from the underlying water column or atmospheric deposition.

Figure 5 shows example spectra of \(q_a(\lambda)\), \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\), and \(a_p(\lambda)\) measured on the HAW cruise. The event of dense Trichodesmium bloom is illustrated in Fig. 5a,b,c, which shows strong phytoplankton absorption features in the \(a_p(\lambda)\) spectra for both the SML and USW samples, the dominance of \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) over \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) for both the SML and USW samples, and a very high enhancement of the absorption coefficients in the SML compared with USW. The insets in Fig. 5a,c show an absorption feature in the UV which is most likely associated with very high concentration of mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) in Trichodesmium, especially in the SML. We note, however, that the data in the UV, especially at wavelengths shorter than 350 nm, should be viewed with caution, especially in quantitative sense, because of increased uncertainties of particulate absorption obtained with the filter-pad technique in the UV (Stramski et al., 2015). We also note that significant enhancement of UV absorption in the SML associated with MAAs has been demonstrated and discussed in earlier studies (Tilkemeier et al., 2010).

Figure 5b also shows the differences in \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) for the SML sample obtained with two partitioning methods. The result obtained with the methanol extraction exhibits maxima in the \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) spectrum which can be attributed to non-extracted phycobilipigments and possibly also incomplete extraction of other pigments as indicated by residual maximum in the red band of chlorophyll-\(a\). The result obtained with the NaCl bleaching method exhibits featureless spectrum of \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) with lower values compared to the methanol method within the visible spectrum. However, because of the dominant role of phytoplankton absorption in this sample, the effect of these differences in \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) on the determination of \(a_p(\lambda)\) is small, e.g., only about 6% at 440 nm (Fig. 5c).

The absorption spectra collected in clear oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands also show significant enhancement in the SML compared with USW (Fig. 5d,e,f). Another important result is that while phytoplankton absorption maxima in the visible spectral region are clearly evident in the USW spectra of \(q_a(\lambda)\), such features are not readily detectable in the SML data that have the spectral shape typical for particulate assemblages dominated by non-algal particles (Fig. 5d,e). For the sample illustrated in Fig. 5d,e,f the \(a_{\text{NaA}}(440)/a_p(440)\) ratio decreased from 0.77 in the USW to 0.35 in the SML sample. In the SML, even \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) does not show clear absorption maxima in the visible spectrum but is dominated by the UV absorption, most likely associated with a photoprotective function (Fig. 5f).

An important feature of the \(a_p(\lambda)\) and \(a_{\text{NaA}}(\lambda)\) spectra in clear oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands is significant absorption in the near-IR part of the spectrum for the SML sample, which is much larger compared with very small or negligible near-IR absorption for the USW sample (Fig. 5d,e). This result is also consistent with our \(q_a(\lambda)\) data at the long-wavelength end of the visible spectrum from the mesotrophic waters of the Santa Barbara Channel (Fig. 4b). Such high absorption in the near-IR in the SML can be indicative of specific particle types or of their origin. Particles in the SML can originate from the underlying water column and deposition from the atmosphere. The organic particles present in the water column, both living and non-living, are expected to have very low or negligible absorption in the near-IR (Babin and Stramski, 2002). However, it was also previously demonstrated that various samples of mineral-rich particulate assemblages suspended in water can exhibit significant absorption in the near-IR, especially when iron-bearing particles are present in the samples (Babin and Stramski, 2004; Stramski et al., 2007). In the atmospheric literature, iron oxides associated typically with mineral dust have been also recognized as an important absorbing component of the atmospheric particulate matter in the visible spectrum but the graphitic form of carbon (often referred to as black carbon or light-absorbing carbon) has been thought to be by far the dominant absorbing component in the visible and near-IR (Lindberg, 1975; Lindberg et al., 1993; Arimoto et al., 2002; Schuster et al., 2005; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). Although we cannot discriminate between the different sources of the SML particles investigated in our study, it is conceivable that atmospheric deposition may have an important or perhaps even the dominant role as a source of absorbing non-algal particles in the SML. Circumstantial evidence supporting this possibility is provided by earlier measurements of significant near-IR absorption of various atmospheric dust samples suspended in water and estimates of sizable effect of atmospheric deposition on the optical properties of surface ocean waters (Stramski et al., 2004, 2007; Stramska et al., 2008).
The enhancement of light absorption in the SML is illustrated with data from the SBC and HAW cruises in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The SBC data show higher values of the enhancement factor (EF) for particulate absorption than CDOM absorption (Fig. 6a, b). The EF values for $a_p(\lambda)$ were as high as about 1.25 in the blue spectral region. For $a_p(\lambda)$ the EF values were as high as 2.5 in the blue and reached or exceeded 6 between 560 nm and 600 nm. In the blue and green spectral regions where $a_g(\lambda)$ is significant the spectral dependence of EF for CDOM absorption is relatively weak (Fig. 6a). In the red spectral region $a_g(\lambda)$ is very low, so the interpretation of the magnitude and spectral behavior of EF in this region is limited. In contrast to $a_g(\lambda)$, the EF for particulate absorption exhibits much stronger dependence on light wavelength with spectral minima coinciding approximately with the blue and red bands of phytoplankton absorption. Because $a_g(\lambda)$ is enhanced more than $a_p(\lambda)$, the EF for the sum $a_g(\lambda) + a_p(\lambda)$ has a similar spectral pattern to that for $a_p(\lambda)$ albeit the magnitude is lower (Fig. 6c). The spectral behavior of EF for total absorption coefficient, $a(\lambda)$, is characterized by the highest values in the blue ($> 2$ at $\lambda < 425$ nm) and the lowest values ($< 1.1$) in the long-wavelength end of visible spectrum (Fig. 6d). These low values in the red are attributable to dominant contribution of molecular water absorption in this spectral region. For calculating $a(\lambda)$ we used the values of pure water absorption coefficient, $a_w(\lambda)$, in the visible spectral region from Pope and Fry (1997).

The absorption data from the HAW cruise characterize the potential scale of enhancement of particulate absorption coefficient and its phytoplankton and non-algal components under typical conditions of oligotrophic ocean, but including also an exceptional situation corresponding to the presence of a surface slick associated with a dense bloom of *Trichodesmium* (Fig. 7). The highest enhancement of $a_p(\lambda)$ in the SML was observed during the *Trichodesmium* bloom with the EF values as high as about 120 in the near-UV and the red (Fig. 7a). In the blue spectral region the EF dropped to values as low as 40. We note that at shorter UV wavelengths ($\lambda < 350$ nm, not shown in Fig. 7) we did

---

**Fig. 5.** Example spectra of the absorption coefficients measured on samples of the sea-surface microlayer (SML) and underlying subsurface water (USW) off the Hawaiian Islands. (a) and (d) The absorption coefficient of suspended particulate matter, $a_p(\lambda)$. (b) and (e) The absorption coefficient of non-algal particulate matter, $a_{NAP}(\lambda)$. (c) and (f) The absorption coefficient of phytoplankton, $a_{ph}(\lambda)$. (a), (b), (c) Data collected on 27 Aug 2009 near the Island of Hawaii during a dense surface bloom of *Trichodesmium*. The insets show data in the UV spectral range. (d), (e), (f) Data collected on 30 Aug 2009 in open ocean oligotrophic waters. In all panels data for the USW samples are multiplied by 10 to facilitate graphical comparison. The data of $a_{NAP}(\lambda)$ and $a_{ph}(\lambda)$ were obtained with the methanol extraction method but the dashed lines in (b) and (c) show additional results of absorption partitioning obtained with a bleaching method.
Fig. 6. Enhancement factor (EF) for the spectral absorption coefficients of the sea-surface microlayer in the Santa Barbara Channel. (a) EF for the absorption coefficient of colored dissolved organic matter, $a_g(\lambda)$. (b) EF for the absorption coefficient of suspended particulate matter, $a_p(\lambda)$. (c) EF for the sum of $a_g(\lambda)$ and $a_p(\lambda)$. (d) EF for the total absorption coefficient of seawater, $a(\lambda)$. Different line types represent data collected on different days as indicated.

Fig. 7. Enhancement factor (EF) for the spectral absorption coefficients of the sea-surface microlayer off the Hawaiian Islands. (a) EF for the absorption coefficient of suspended particulate matter, $a_p(\lambda)$. (b) EF for the absorption coefficient of phytoplankton, $a_{ph}(\lambda)$. Unlike other panels no data is shown past 700 nm because values of $a_{ph}(\lambda)$ in the near-infrared are very close to zero. (c) EF for the absorption coefficient of non-algal particulate matter, $a_{NAP}(\lambda)$. (d) EF for the sum of $a_p(\lambda)$ and pure water absorption, $a_w(\lambda)$. Different line types represent data collected on different days as indicated.
not observe further increase in EF. For the remaining HAW samples the EF values for \( a_p(\lambda) \) are also dependent on light wavelength and are still large although lower than for the *Trichodesmium* bloom. The lowest values of EF of 2.6 were observed in the blue spectral region for one of the samples from the open ocean station (9 Sep 2009). Another sample (30 Aug 2009) showed, however, significantly higher EF, ranging from about 14 in the 455–460 nm spectral band to 45 at 565–580 nm.

The spectral patterns of EF for phytoplankton absorption coefficient \( a_p(\lambda) \) (Fig. 7b) are similar to those for \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \). The highest values of EF for \( a_p(\lambda) \) exceed 200 in the near-UV and in the long-wavelength end of the visible spectrum for the *Trichodesmium* bloom. For other samples, the EF varies in the blue from 1.3 (13 Sep 2009) to 6 (30 Aug 2009) but can be as high as 24 at 560–570 nm (30 Aug 2009).

Except for the *Trichodesmium* bloom, the EF for the non-algal particulate absorption, \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \), exhibits a consistent spectral behavior of steady increase with light wavelength (Fig. 7c). In the short-wavelength end of the spectrum, the EF values for \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \) range from about 5 (9 Sep 2009) to 37 (30 Aug 2009). In the long-wavelength end of the spectrum the range is 8 to 70. In contrast to \( a_p(\lambda) \) and \( a_p(\lambda) \), the EF values for \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \) for the *Trichodesmium* bloom are not higher than those observed under typical open ocean conditions. These results reflect the dominant contribution of \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \) to \( a_p(\lambda) \) in the SML and significantly higher enhancement of \( a_{a}p(\lambda) \) than \( a_p(\lambda) \) under oligotrophic ocean conditions off the Hawaiian Islands.

As the CDOM absorption data were not collected on the HAW cruise we cannot determine the total absorption coefficient; however, Fig. 7d depicts the EF for the sum of \( a_p(\lambda) \) and \( a_p(\lambda) \). In this case, in addition to \( a_p(\lambda) \) data from Pope and Fry (1997), we used \( a_p(\lambda) \) in the short-wavelength and long-wavelength ends of the spectrum from Sogandares and Fry (1997) and Smith and Baker (1981), respectively. Note that the spectral pattern for this EF is similar to that presented in Fig. 6d for the total absorption coefficient from the SBC cruise. For the HAW samples the sum \( a_p(\lambda) + a_p(\lambda) \) is enhanced in the SML by as much as 50-fold in the near-UV for the *Trichodesmium* bloom and 10-fold at short visible wavelengths for one of the typical open ocean samples (30 Aug 2009). In the near-IR the EF values approach 1 (to within less than 1%).

### 3.3. Volume scattering function

Results from measurements of the particulate volume scattering function, \( \beta_p(\psi) \), show that scattering by particles is significantly enhanced in the sea-surface microlayer compared with the underlying subsurface water (Fig. 8). This enhancement was observed within the entire range of scattering angles included in the measurements with LISST and DAWN instruments on the SBC samples (Fig. 8a,b) and DAWN on the HAW samples (Fig. 8c,d). We recall that the results obtained with DAWN can be viewed as conservative estimates of \( \beta_p(\psi) \) because of potential underestimation of the contribution of relatively rare large particles. This is more likely to have some significance for the SML samples than USW samples because of greater enrichment of large particles in the SML (Fig. 3). We also note that the irregular variation seen in the three most backward directions measured with DAWN (\( \psi = 134°, 141°, \) and 147°) is likely attributable to measurement uncertainties, including incomplete correction for reflection artifacts, rather than real features of \( \beta_p(\psi) \).

For comparison, Fig. 8 displays the widely cited results obtained by Petzold (1972), which are representative of turbid water (data from San Diego Harbor) and clear ocean water (the Tongue of the Ocean, Bahama Islands). The Petzold data represent the spectral band centered at 514 nm (with a full width at half maximum of 75 nm) and illustrate a broad range of variability that encompasses our measurements of \( \beta_p(\psi) \).
for both the SML and USW samples. The lowest magnitude of $\beta_p(\psi)$ that we measured for the USW sample from waters off the Hawaiian Islands is somewhat higher than the Petzold clear water case (Fig. 8d). The highest magnitude of $\beta_p(\psi)$ that we measured for the SML samples on the HAW cruise (both during Trichodesmium bloom and in clear open ocean waters) is somewhat lower or comparable at backward scattering angles with the Petzoldturbid water case (Fig. 8c, d). Our measurements also fall within a broad range of data collected more recently in 10 different coastal and oceanic environments by Sullivan and Twardowski (2009). For example, whereas in their dataset $\beta_p(90^\circ)$ at 658 nm varies from about $7.5 \times 10^{-5}$ to $1.5 \times 10^{-2}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$, the minimum and maximum values of $\beta_p(90^\circ)$ at 532 nm in our measurements are $3.2 \times 10^{-4}$ (the USW sample in Fig. 8d) and $6.1 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ (the SML sample in Fig. 8c), respectively.

Figure 9 depicts $\beta_p(\psi)$ normalized to its value at $\psi = 22.5^\circ$ (i.e., the first forward detector of DAWN), which facilitates the illustration of differences in the angular shape of $\beta_p(\psi)$ between the SML and USW samples. As seen, for all measurements taken with DAWN on the SBC and HAW cruises a decrease of $\beta_p(\psi)$ with increasing scattering angle is less steep for the SML than USW samples. The forward scattering measurements of the SBC samples with the LISST instrument also showed somewhat smaller steepness of $\beta_p(\psi)$ within the angular range 1° to 10° for the SML samples compared with the USW samples (not shown). Overall, the least steep function of $\beta_p(\psi)$, which implies the highest backscattering fraction, was measured on the SML sample collected under surface slick conditions during the Trichodesmium bloom (Fig. 9b). We note that the observed trends in the shape of $\beta_p(\psi)$ cannot be simply explained by our PSD data alone, which suggest that the SML samples have higher proportion of large particles than the USW samples, because this result would tend to increase rather than decrease the steepness of $\beta_p(\psi)$ in the SML. In addition to particle size, other particle characteristics such as shape, refractive index related to chemical composition, internal structure and heterogeneities, and the degree of particle aggregation are known to affect light scattering (Kerker et al., 1979; Meyer 1979; Moreland Bricaud, 1986; Mishchenko et al., 2000; Bosse et al., 2009a). The effects associated with these factors may be reflected in our results although attention also needs to be called upon unavoidable and difficult to quantify uncertainties of the technique that we used for measuring particle size and light scattering (Slade and Boss, 2006; Jonasz and Fournier, 2007; Babin et al., 2012).

The enhancement of VSF in the SML is presented in Fig. 10. The results for the particulate component, $\beta_p(\psi)$, and the total VSF of seawater, $\beta(\psi)$, that includes both the molecular and particle contributions, are shown. As seen, the enhancement factor $EF$ varies significantly between the samples and is also dependent on the scattering angle. The $EF$ values are lower for the SBC samples (Fig. 10a) than HAW samples (Fig. 10b). In the Santa Barbara Channel the highest values of $EF$ for $\beta_p$ in the range 4 to 4.5 were measured for one sample (21 Sep 2008) at very small forward scattering angles (< 0.5°) and large angles (70°–130°). All SBC measurements show a conspicuous minimum of $EF$.
at forward scattering angles between 3° to 5°. Note that beyond 5° there is a consistent increasing trend of $EF$ showed by measurements with both LISST and DAWN. For the HAW samples the angular pattern of $EF$ for $\beta_p$ is characterized by a relatively broad maximum with a decreasing trend toward both ends of the DAWN angular range (Fig. 10b). Interestingly, in contrast to particulate absorption, the sample collected during the *Trichodesmium* bloom (27 Aug 2009) has the lowest magnitude of $EF$ for particulate scattering among the three HAW samples. For this sample the maximum value of $EF$ for $\beta_p$ is 6.9 at $\psi = 81°$. The highest enhancement of $\beta_p$ was observed in clear ocean waters off the Hawaiian Islands (30 Aug 2009) where $EF$ exceeds 15 at scattering angles between about 65° and 80°.

For all examined samples the contribution of water molecular scattering, $\beta_w$, to total $\beta$ at forward scattering angles was very small, for example < 2% at $\psi < 30°$ for the USW samples and < 2% at $\psi < 50°$ for the SML samples. As a result, at these forward angles the $EF$ values for $\beta_p$ and $\beta$ are nearly the same (Fig. 10). At larger scattering angles the contribution of molecular scattering to $\beta$ can become significant. For example, in the angular range 90° to 130° this contribution was 5% to 15% for the SML samples from the Santa Barbara Channel and 2 to 6% for the SML samples from the HAW cruise. Compared with the SML, the USW samples had consistently greater contribution of $\beta_w$ to $\beta$. For most USW samples this contribution at scattering angles between 90° and 130° was 20% to 30%. The lowest and highest contributions were 11% (27 Aug 2009) and 34% (30 Aug 2009). Because of increased role of molecular scattering the $EF$ values for $\beta$ are smaller than those for $\beta_p$ at large scattering angles (Fig. 10). Nevertheless, the enhancement of $\beta$ remains large; for example, in the range 6 to 10 at $\psi = 90°$ for the HAW samples.

3.4. Degree of linear polarization

Figure 11 depicts results for the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) of light scattered by the SML and USW samples from the SBC and HAW cruises for both the particulate component of DoLP, $P_p(\psi)$, and the total DoLP of seawater, $P(\psi)$. For all samples the angular patterns of $P(\psi)$ and $P_p(\psi)$ have a characteristic bell shape with a maximum at side-scattering angles. Similar angular shape of DoLP was reported in previous
measurements of seawater samples from different coastal and open ocean environments (Beam started, 1968; Morel, 1973; Kadyshevich et al., 1976; Voss and Fry, 1984), natural assemblages of marine particles (Koestner et al., 2018), different phytoplankton species (Fry and Voss, 1985; Quinby-Hunt et al., 1989; Volten et al., 1998; Zugg et al., 2008; Chami et al., 2014) as well as mineral particles, atmospheric dust and cosmic material (Weiss-Wrana, 1983; Volten et al., 2001; Chami et al., 2014).

In our experiments the maximum values of DoLP, denoted as $P_{\text{max}}$ for the whole seawater samples and $P_{\text{max}}$ for particles, were measured with the side-scattering DAWN detectors at $\psi = 90^\circ$ or $99^\circ$. The $P_{\text{max}}$ values of the USW samples are highest among the cases presented in Fig. 11 although the differences are very small in the case of a dense surface bloom of Trichodesmium (Fig. 11d). The $P_{\text{max}}$ values vary from 0.65 to 0.77 for the HAW samples and within a narrow range of 0.81 to 0.83 for the SBC samples. These observations are consistent with literature data and fall within a broader range of variability reported for a wide range of environments. For example, the average values of $P_{\text{max}}$ of 0.7 (Kadyshevich et al., 1976) and 0.66 (Voss and Fry, 1984) were reported on the basis of measurements in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Ivanoff et al. (1961) measured $P_{\text{max}}$ within a range from about 0.38 in turbid shallow waters of Bermuda to 0.81 in clear waters of the Sargasso Sea.

The values of $P_{\text{max}}$ are higher than $P_{p,\text{max}}$ because the pure seawater $P_{\text{max}}$ is generally higher than the particulate $P_{p,\text{max}}$ and $P_{\text{max}}$ is determined by the mixing rule (see Section 2.6.). However, because the contribution of $\beta_s/\beta$ at side-scattering angles was small for the SBC samples, the $P_{\text{max}}$ is higher than $P_{p,\text{max}}$ only by a few percent in this mesotrophic ocean environment (Fig. 11a,b,c). This difference is even smaller, less than 1%, for the Trichodesmium bloom (Fig. 11d). In such cases when the $\beta_s/\beta$ ratio is very small the changes in $P_{\text{max}}$ are driven almost entirely by changes in $P_{p,\text{max}}$ with very little effect associated with relative contributions of water molecules and particles to light scattering. The largest differences between $P_{\text{max}}$ and $P_{p,\text{max}}$ of about 14% and 8% are observed for two USW samples from clear oligotrophic waters where $\beta_s/\beta$ at side-scattering angles was relatively high, 20% to 30% (Fig. 11e,f). In such cases the relative contributions of molecular and particulate scattering are expected to play a noticeable role in variations of $P_{\text{max}}$ although changes in $P_{p,\text{max}}$ are still the dominant factor.

The most important finding presented in Fig. 11 is that $P_{\text{max}}$ and $P_{p,\text{max}}$ as well as the DoLP values in the angular vicinity of the maxima are significantly lower for the SML than the USW samples. This salient feature is observed for all examined samples (Fig. 11a,b,c,e,f) with the exception of the Trichodesmium bloom (Fig. 11d). For the SBC samples $P_{\text{max}}$ of the SML ranges from 0.65 to 0.75 which corresponds to a 10% to 20% decrease compared with the USW (Fig. 11a,b,c). Similar percentages apply to a decrease in $P_{p,\text{max}}$. For the two HAW samples not representing the Trichodesmium bloom, the SML values of $P_{\text{max}}$ dropped by 17% to a value of 0.53 (Fig. 11e) and 29% to 0.54 (Fig. 11f). The corresponding percentages for $P_{p,\text{max}}$ are somewhat smaller, 8% and 24% respectively. The particulate component of DoLP represents an inherent polarization property of particles so the observed significant decrease of $P_{\text{max}}$ in the SML compared with the USW is indicative of significant differences in the characteristics of particulate assemblages between the microlayer and the underlying bulk seawater. The particle size, complex refractive index, shape, and internal structures have been implicated in interpretation of measured variability in particulate DoLP for various particle types (Weiss-Wrana, 1983; Volten et al., 1998, 2001; Chami et al., 2014). Our measurements of particle size distribution indicated an increased proportion of large-sized particles in the SML (Fig. 3) which can be associated with the observed decrease of the DoLP in the SML. Such trend between the DoLP and particle size has long been recognized (Hatch and Choate, 1930) and was also recently reported for natural particle assemblages from coastal and offshore waters of Southern California (Koestner et al., 2018). The potential effects associated with other particle characteristics cannot be assessed with available data but cannot be ruled out. For example, $P_{\text{max}}$ can decrease as a result of an increase in the refractive index of particles which, in turn, can be associated with an increased abundance of mineral particles (Volten et al., 1998, 2001; Chami et al., 2014). This possibility seems consistent with our findings that non-algal particles play a major role in particulate absorption in the SML, including significant absorption in the near-IR which, in turn, could be associated with an important role of atmospheric deposition of high-index particles.

As the SML samples show consistently higher magnitude of $\beta(\psi)$ and hence higher turbidity than the USW samples (Fig. 9), our results in Fig. 11 (except Fig. 11d) support earlier observations of a decreasing trend of $P_{\text{max}}$ with increasing $\beta(90^\circ)$, which was suggested to be associated with changes in particle properties, specifically from more polarizing in clear waters where large particles are relatively less abundant to less polarizing in turbid waters where large particles are more abundant (Ivanoff et al., 1961; Morel, 1973). This trend is not, however, observed under surface slick conditions during a dense bloom of Trichodesmium when the DoLP values for the SML and USW samples, including $P_{\text{max}}$ and $P_{p,\text{max}}$, are all nearly the same (Fig. 11d). This is indicative of very similar polarization properties of particle assemblages in the SML and USW samples despite large enhancements of particle scattering (Fig. 5c, 10b), absorption (Fig. 5a, 7), and concentration (Fig. 3) in the SML.

4. Summary and future perspectives

Whereas the sea-surface microlayer (SML) can be a site of significant enrichment for various classes of biogeochemically and optically significant materials, particulate species are expected to be typically the most consistently enriched because of stabilization of particles at the air-sea interface through surface tension forces. We observed consistent enrichment of particle concentration in the SML samples from the mesotrophic and oligotrophic oceanic environments. Whereas the highest observed value of the enrichment factor (EF) for the total concentration of particles larger than 0.7 μm was over 8 in clear open ocean oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands, the enrichment was also found to be a strong function of particle diameter with the highest values of size-dependent EF in the range of 30 to 70 for particle diameters between 10 μm and 30 μm observed in these oligotrophic waters. Under surface slick conditions during a dense bloom of Trichodesmium the EF values for large particles of 30 μm to 50 μm were even higher. In this case we also observed very high enrichment of 236-fold for Chla and 23-fold for POC.

The enhanced particle concentration and different size distribution in the SML compared with the underlying subsurface water (USW) are important factors that determine the inherent optical properties (IOPs) of the SML and the difference in these properties between the SML and USW. Our measurements in the mesotrophic waters of the Santa Barbara Channel showed higher enhancement factor for the spectral particulate absorption coefficient, $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$, than the CDOM absorption coefficient, $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$. The enhancement of absorption coefficients is generally dependent on light wavelength and the highest $EF$ for $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$ of about 120 was observed in the near-UV and the red portions of the spectrum during the surface bloom of Trichodesmium sampled near the Island of Hawaii. Under such conditions the phytoplankton absorption coefficient, $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$, was enhanced over 200-fold in these spectral bands whereas the $EF$ values for the non-algal particulate absorption coefficient, $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$, remained below 50 across the examined spectrum. In contrast, in typical open ocean oligotrophic waters we observed consistently higher enhancement for $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$ than $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$. Under these conditions the $EF$ values were as high as 24 for $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$ in the green spectral region, 70 for $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$ in the long-wavelength end of the spectrum, 45 for $q_{\text{ap}}(\lambda)$ in the green, and 10 for the total absorption coefficient of seawater, $a(\lambda)$, in the short-wavelength end of the visible
The enhancement of $a(\lambda)$ characteristically decreases with wavelength because of increasing role of pure water absorption.

In contrast to absorption, the particulate, $\beta_p(\psi)$, and total, $\beta(\psi)$, volume scattering functions (VSFs) measured within the range of intermediate and large scattering angles from about 20° to 150° were enhanced more in clear oligotrophic waters than in the situation of *Trichodesmium* bloom. The enhancement of VSFs was found to be a strong function of scattering angle $\psi$ and the highest values of $EF$ above 15° were observed for $\beta_p(\psi)$ at $\psi$ between about 65° and 80°. For $\beta(\psi)$ the highest observed $EF$ was about 13 for $\psi$ between 50° and 65°. Interestingly, the angular shapes of particulate $\beta_p(\psi)$ suggest higher backscattering fraction in the SML than USW, which is inconsistent with the potential effect of observed higher enrichment of SML with large-sized particles than small-sized particles. Thus, it is likely that the differences in the shape of $\beta_p(\psi)$ between the SML and USW are associated largely with differences in the composition of particulate assemblages such as generally higher refractive index of particles in the SML than USW. This possibility appears to be consistent with higher enhancement of non-algal particulate absorption compared with phytoplankton absorption which was observed under non-bloom oligotrophic conditions.

One of the most important results of this study is that for scattering angles in the vicinity of 90° we observed significantly lower values of the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) for light scattered by seawater, $P(\psi)$, as well as for light scattered by particles only, $P_p(\psi)$, in the SML compared with USW. This result was observed consistently in both the mesotrophic and oligotrophic environments with the exception of extreme conditions of surface bloom of *Trichodesmium* for which the DoLP values were nearly the same in the SML and USW. Our data from clear oligotrophic waters off the Hawaiian Islands indicate that the contrast between the SML and USW in terms of maximum DoLP occurring typically at $\psi$ between 90° and 100° can be as high as 30%. Although this contrast decreases toward forward and backward scattering angles, this finding may have implications for the modification of the state of polarization of both the downwelling light as it enters the ocean through the SML and the water-leaving upwelling light as it enters the atmosphere through the SML. Thus, the inherent polarization properties of the sea surface microlayer may have to be considered in the development of approaches based on the use of remote-sensing optical polarimetry from satellite and airborne platforms for the study of seawater constituents present in the bulk surface waters. This point is important in view of increasing interest in such approaches over recent years, especially in the context of future satellite missions (Chami, 2007; Loisel et al., 2008; Harmel, 2016; Ibrahim et al., 2016; Werdell et al., 2018).

Whereas the thinness of the SML does not prevent its potentially significant effect on the state of polarization of light crossing the air-water interface, one can expect very little attenuation of light propagating through a very short path length of microlayer. To provide quantitative insight into this question we estimated the spectral attenuation coefficient for downward plane irradiance, $K_d(\lambda)$, for the microlayer assuming the IOPs measured during a dense surface bloom of *Trichodesmium* (sample from 27 Aug 2009). We note that this case was characterized by the highest magnitude of absorption coefficient and volume scattering function among all microlayer samples examined in this study. In this estimation we used the approximate formula that links $K_d(\lambda)$ with IOPs: $K_d(\lambda) = 1.0395 \left[ a(\lambda) + b_p(\lambda) \right]/\mu_d(\lambda)$, where $a(\lambda)$ and $b_p(\lambda)$ are the absorption and backscattering coefficients of seawater and $\mu_d(\lambda)$ is the average cosine of downwelling light just below the sea surface (Gordon 1989). In these calculations we assumed $\mu_d(\lambda) = 0.85$ which is reasonable for clear sky conditions and low solar zenith angle (Li et al., 2018). For the $a(\lambda)$ values we assumed the sum of $a_{bb} + a_{bbw}$ and our measured values of $a_w(\lambda)$. We ignored the contribution of CDOM because these measurements were not made at the station of interest. Finally, for the $b_p(\lambda)$ values we used the sum of pure seawater, $b_{bb} + b_{bbw}$, and particulate, $b_{bp}$ contributions. The latter was estimated from our DAWN measurements of $b_p(\psi)$ at 532 nm, which were first extrapolated to $\psi = 180°$ using the method of Beardsley and Zaneveld (1969) and then integrated to yield $b_{bp}$ at 532 nm. The spectral values of $b_{bp}(\lambda)$ were then obtained assuming that this coefficient varies as $\lambda^{-1}$.

The results of these calculations are depicted in Fig. 12 and indicate large enhancement (> 10-fold) in the SML of $K_d(\lambda)$ in the near-UV and blue spectral regions (Fig. 12a) and a very small attenuation loss of downward irradiance as the light crosses the SML (Fig. 12b).

In the calculation of this loss a 1-mm thickness of the SML was assumed. As seen, for such short path length the percent transmittance of downward irradiance differs from 100% only by a fraction of 1% within the examined spectral range.

Whereas the above calculations provide a simple example of potential usefulness of information on IOPs of the SML, such information can be useful in a broader context of more advanced radiative transfer studies aimed, for instance, at quantitative assessment of potential effects of the SML on ocean reflectance and related remote-sensing applications. In addition, the IOPs have long been demonstrated to provide useful information about concentration-related and composition-related characteristics of various constituents of bulk seawater such as dissolved organic matter (e.g., Bricaud et al., 1981; Vodacek et al., 1997; Mannino et al., 2008), Chla, POC, SP Mou (e.g., Carder et al., 1974; Bricaud et al., 1998; Loisel and Morel, 1998; Stramski et al., 2008; Boss et al., 2009b), and particle size and composition (e.g., Boss et al., 2009b).
et al., 2001; Twedtowski et al., 2001; Loisel et al., 2007; Wozniak et al., 2010; Slade and Boss, 2015). Similarly, the measurements of optical absorption and scattering properties including polarization properties of the SML have the unique potential to extend the observational capabilities for characterizing the constituents of the SML. Recent reviews of sea-surface microlayer research points to a need of multidisciplinary research initiatives to improve an understanding of physical, chemical and biological processes in the SML and effectively address several crucial questions associated with their consequences for the Earth system (Cunliffe et al., 2013; Engel et al., 2017). The measurements of the optical properties of the SML, which were largely ignored in the past but have been shown in this study to be highly variable in contrasting oceanic environments, can provide a significant added value for such multidisciplinary research initiatives.
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